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Zafaro Wallcoverings invites you into a world of  true 
luxury, where wallcoverings become an object of  art and 
rules of  colour are romantically rewritten. Characterised 
by contemporary pattern and elevated by a richesse of  

unapologetic opulence, this exquisite collection captures the 
fearless spirit of  Black Edition. 

The Zafaro Wallcovering collection sees stunning designs on a 
breathtaking scale applied to a range of  tactile, luxury surfaces 

that often take on a woven texture of  their own.  Waves of  
blurred horizon lines ripple in a colourful stream, whilst 

floating overlapping spheres in sophisticated tones of  mustard 
and deep blue sit alongside bold geometric designs with softly 
diffused edges and an eye-catching velvety flocked design of  

intricate lines.

‘Unleashing a spectacle of wonder, the Zafaro 
Wallcoverings  collection sees abstract, graphic 
patterns and fluid watercolour designs infused with 
a sophisticated dose of colour and unique textured 
surfaces.’ 
Emily Mould,  
Black Edition Design Director
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Inaya 
Embossed Vinyl Wallcovering

Alluding to a painterly landscape that reflects the colourful palette of  a 
hazy sunrise. An enticing emboss forms a subtle textural effect, adding 
gentle movement and character to this beautiful wallcovering. 

W925/01 W925/02 W925/03



Zafaro 
Embossed Vinyl Wallcovering

Wonderfully bold, this striking wallcovering features a colourful, 
contemporary diamond design with soft, diffused edges. A fine, textural 
emboss replicates the appearance of  delicately woven silk, enhancing the 
subtle horizontal movement of  colour. 

W926/01 W926/02 W926/03



Orimono 
Non-woven Wallcovering

Infused with oriental richness and artistic expression, an abstract floral 
design is subtly interrupted by an intriguing geometric with hints of  vivid 
colour. With the look of  a luxury handmade paper, Orimono has a gentle, 
pearlescent texture and fine, silk-like fibres. 

W927/01 W927/02 W927/03



Marazzi  
Embossed Vinyl Wallcovering

Displaying contemporary flair; a multitude of  colour forms stepped, 
horizontal lines. Rich in depth and interest, a unique emboss mimics a 
textural woven fabric. 

W928/01 W928/02 W928/03



Ikulu 
Embossed Vinyl Wallcovering

With the illusion of  a stepped ottoman weave derived from the 
Ikulu fabric, layers of  colour provide a unique effect to this textural 
embossed wallcovering. 
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Otoko  
Non-woven Wallcovering

Delicate circles of  intricate, interlocking lines create a playful illusion, in a 
charming palette of  beautiful shades and elegant metallics. 

W930/01 W930/02 W930/03 W930/04 W930/05



Lune
Non-woven Wallcovering

Beautiful watercolour circles create an alluring design with a 
gentle movement. With the look of  a luxury handmade paper, 
Lune has a quiet, pearlescent texture and fine, silk-like fibres.

W931/01 W931/02



Otoko Flock 
Flocked Wallcovering

A wonderfully refined flock design, delicate circles of  intricate, interlocking 
flocked lines are contrasted by softly shimmering backgrounds. 

W932/01 W932/02 W932/03 W932/04



About Black Edition
Led by Design Director Emily Mould, Black Edition 

exclusively designs fabric and wallcovering collections infused 
with rich, contemporary elegance. Combining fine art with 

innovation, Black Edition blends sophisticated textures, 
pioneering weaving techniques and artisan effects with a 

visionary colour palette. 

Black Edition is part of  The Romo Group, a family run 
business in its fifth generation. The range is available 

worldwide through an extensive network of  selected interior 
designers and retail outlets.

UK 
Iain Niven  

iain.niven@romo.com 
0207 352 7801

USA 
Tamar Mashigian 

tamar@cdecor.com 
310-276-5001

Europe 
Roberta Natalini 

Roberta.Natalini@romo.com 
+44 (0)1623 727 016

Please contact us for price information, samples and images, we 
are also happy to arrange interviews and offer expert commentary 

from our designers.


